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ON THE CUTTING EDGE:
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CONSORTIUM FOR IMMIGRANT
EDUCATION
By Rebecca Armstrong, RefugeeWorks

What are some of the challenges community colleges face in responding to the needs of refugee or
immigrant students? What can refugee employment programs do to build stronger partnerships with
community colleges? RefugeeWorks’ Rebecca Armstrong spoke with Jill Casner-Lotto, director of the
Community College Consortium for Immigrant Education (CCCIE), to learn more about its work.
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The CCCIE was founded in 2008 as a catalyst for change in the field of immigrant
education. It is committed to raising the visibility of immigrant education on the national
and state levels through strategic partnerships, education and advocacy initiatives, and
promising practices in community colleges across the country. The consortium receives
financial support from the J.M. Kaplan Fund and is supported and hosted by Westchester
Community College in Valhalla, New York.
REFUGEEWORKS: Why was the CCCIE started?
JILL CASNER-LOTTO: The consortium began out of a need to raise awareness of
the critical role that community colleges can play in providing effective education for all
immigrants and to support community colleges as they adjust and adapt to the changing needs
of prospective students in their communities. We want to look at how we can respond as a
sector because we believe that we can be more effective working together than in isolation.
CCCIE recognizes that providing effective education for immigrants is crucial, not only to
ensure immigrants’ personal success in America, but to promote economic and social vibrancy
and growth locally, regionally and nationally.
REFUGEEWORKS: Can you describe the Blue Ribbon Panel?
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Jill Casner-Lotto: It includes 13 community colleges
and four other organizations that have a vested interest
in promoting immigrant education. All have exhibited
high commitment to providing and expanding programs
and services for immigrant students. We have diversity in
geography as well as population size. The exciting part is that
the panel continues to grow as new connections are made and
CCCIE’s message gets out to more community colleges and
experts in the field.
Participating Entities
Alamo Community College District (Texas)
American Association of Community Colleges
Bunker Hill Community College (Massachusetts)
Johnson County Community College (Kansas)
LaGuardia Community College (New York)
Luzerne County Community College
(Pennsylvania)
Miami Dade College (Florida)
Migration Policy Institute
National Community College Hispanic Council
Northern Virginia Community College
Pima Community College (Arizona)
Queensborough Community College (New York)
Rio Hondo College (California)
Washington State Board for Community and
Technical Colleges
Westchester Community College (New York)
World Education Services
Wright College (Illinois)
RefugeeWorks: Can you tell me about your current
initiatives?
Jill Casner-Lotto: We are focusing on three main
initiatives:
• Raising visibility of community colleges’ role in immigrant
education by making presentations, publishing articles and
expanding programs. The involvement of the American
Association of Community Colleges has increased our
ability to spread the word to a very large network.
• Promoting promising practices that encourage learning
from one another, so that successful models can be

sustained and replicated at other community colleges.
Right now we have a growing compendium on our Web
site (www.cccie.org) and encourage others to use the
online form to submit their own practices. This fall we will
publish an Issue Brief that highlights promising practices
and identifies critical success factors in the models that are
succeeding in improving educational access and attainment
for immigrants.
• Engaging in advocacy and public education. One project is
a partnership with Migration Policy Institute to examine
DREAM Act legislation and the implications for community
colleges regarding financial aid, ESL, student support services
and other administrative practices. We are also bolstering
support services for highly educated professionals through
a partnership with World Education Services to offer
credentialing seminars on campuses across the country.
RefugeeWorks: Your work with World Education
Services (WES) is particularly interesting to us because
recertification is a very hot topic for refugees. Many foreigntrained professionals come to the United States as refugees and
are now looking to re-enter their chosen fields. Can you tell
me more about the credentialing seminars?
Jill Casner-Lotto: We have seen a huge void in
licensing and credentialing information for foreign-trained
professionals. Together with WES we are sponsoring
on-campus workshops to help immigrant students and
community members use their foreign credentials in obtaining
U.S. jobs. The first was held on the campus of Northern
Virginia Community College in December and was a huge
success, with a turnout of over 350 students. Recently WES,
CCCIE and Westchester Community College organized a
seminar on the WCC campus. Again we had a huge turnout,
and this time we tried something new: WES brought in a
credential evaluator so that attendees could receive unofficial
evaluations of their foreign education.
We also participated in a forum about skilled immigrants’
career re-entry with representatives from Washington State
community and technical colleges at Highline Community
College in Seattle. We hope that your readers will keep their
eyes and ears open for seminars in their areas.

Consultant’s Corner: Jonathan Lucus
Hello, everyone. A Chinese proverb says, “Tell
me and I’ll forget; show me and I may remember;
involve me and I’ll understand.” This is an
important philosophy to follow when we talk
about educating refugees after their arrival in the
United States. From pre-employment programs
to on-the-job training, creating opportunities
for refugees to acquire new skills has become
necessary for them to be competitive in today’s
labor market.
Refugee service agencies are responding to this need by partnering
with community colleges and businesses to create vocational
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in-house training modules that help refugees with the online
application process. Others steer clients to community college
certificate programs in varied occupations.
Ensuring opportunities for clients to strengthen their independence
through skill building while securing employment is a long-term
trend. Newcomers will have to become accustomed to networking
to gain employment that will yield long-term benefits. In other
words, immersion in one’s own job development creates a better
understanding of what abilities and individual qualities the refugee
has to offer employers.

			
			

Jonathan Lucus
RefugeeWorks

RefugeeWorks: What do you see as the main barriers
facing refugees who want to access the community college
system?
Jill Casner-Lotto: Refugees’ general unfamiliarity
with U.S. systems can hinder them from knowing how to
access a community college. Lack of English-language skills and
vocational training also prevents refugees from getting jobs to
support themselves and their families. It’s critical to partner
with community-based organizations to reach populations
like refugees, so that we can increase their familiarity with
the resources available through community colleges. One
important factor we have identified is a need to serve the
whole student. Community colleges that recognize and address
student needs beyond academics are having more success with
students from an immigrant background.
We also need to address cultural differences in interviewing
style, networking and self-presentation to potential employers.
Many community college ESL classes cover job search
competencies. Combining ESL with workplace training can
better prepare students for the workforce. As more refugees
study at community colleges, these kinds of resources will be
an important support to enter and advance in the workforce.
RefugeeWorks: I appreciate your comment about
partnering with community-based organizations (CBOs),
since many of our readers represent those organizations.
What advice do you have for a CBO that wants to build a
partnership with a community college?
Jill Casner-Lotto: Personal interactions are necessary
to build and sustain these partnerships—not just phone
calls but relationships where communication and trust grow
between individuals in both organizations. It’s also important
to look at how each party can best leverage its resources.
Community colleges need partnerships with CBOs to help
in outreach and recruitment and to understand the needs of
the various immigrant populations served in their programs.
Community-based organizations can help community colleges
with job placement and follow-up support.
RefugeeWorks: Refugee employment service providers
need community colleges because of the breadth of training
and education programs they offer. To truly support
workforce development and long-term economic stability for
refugees, it is critical to connect refugees with community
colleges. We look forward to working with the CCCIE and
advancing these kinds of connections as we all strive to support
newcomers’ economic and social integration.
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New Program Fuels Hope for
Foreign-Trained Professionals

By Thuba Nguyen, Career Development Coordinator, International Rescue Committee, San Diego

Many refugees who come to the United States face the
immediate concern of finding any type of employment to
support themselves after their cash assistance ends. Because
they do not receive long-term, systematic support, the
IRC San Diego launched a Career Development Program
last fall to help highly motivated and focused individuals
advance their careers and build more financially stable lives
in this country.
The aim of the Career Development Program is to provide
one-on-one case management to individuals interested
in moving up the career ladder or resuming their former
careers, and to furnish moral support and financial
resources to realize their career goals.
Career development services are available only to clients
who are already employed. Thus individuals are encouraged
to start looking for employment immediately. Any job—
part-time, full-time or temporary—establishes employment
history and familiarizes clients with the linguistic and
cultural nuances of working in the United States. This

knowledge and experience will help form a foundation on
which clients can build a professional career.
The program’s one-on-one case management takes into
account each individual’s specific needs and circumstances
to help him or her reach the fullest potential on the chosen
career path. Client support ranges from helping with
college applications and financial aid to cutting through
bureaucratic red tape or obtaining professional training to
build skills and experience.
Each step up the career advancement ladder requires
refugees to be well-versed in getting where they want to be
and to have the financial means to get there. What training
does a person need to be a certified nursing assistant or a
registered nurse? What is the governing board that issues
the specific license for a given profession? The Career
Development Program does the research and helps clients
apply for the programs, sometimes helping them fill out
application forms. In addition, a career development plan
is created, outlining the steps refugees need to follow, as
well as the time estimated to complete them. For example,
advancing from taxi driver to truck driver might take only
three months’ training, while foreign physicians could take

Sharif Bakasha is a security guard and has just completed his truck driving
training. Now licensed, he has been applying for jobs as a truck driver to gain
experience. He hopes to start his own trucking business.
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Sabah Mansour is currently working as a caregiver but is studying to be a
physician. He just passed his second medical licensure exam and is on his
way to certification as a foreign medical graduate. After his third exam
Sabah will begin to apply for residencies. In Iraq he was a general surgeon
with 14 years’ experience.

as long as seven years to resume their former career. A
clear and realistic plan helps clients determine what their
motivation level is and whether they want to explore
other career options.
Some clients cannot achieve their career goal without
financial support. The cost of training, educational
materials or exam fees can often prevent individuals in
low-paying jobs from even considering the possibility
of moving up. IRC provides a low-interest loan of up to
$5,000 to those who have career-related expenses they
cannot cover on their own. Thus an individual can take a
training class he or she could not otherwise afford or pay
for exams that might cost as much as $1,000 each. The
fact that the money is lent rather than given away means
that our clients are more committed to achieving their
career goals and hence are more likely to succeed. All
loan repayments revert to IRC’s loan fund and become
available for re-lending, allowing the program to help
many more clients than it could if the financial support
came in the form of grants or scholarships.
Thus far the IRC San Diego’s Career Development
Program has helped more than 40 clients work toward
their career goals. The program’s quantitative outcomes
are tracked with a variety of measurements, but the most
important impact on clients is impossible to measure:
the hope that comes from discovering a clear path to a
brighter future.

Nagham Yousif is also studying to be a medical
doctor. Nagham is working as a physician
assistant at La Maestra Family Clinic and will
take her first licensure exam this summer. She
was a gynecologist in Iraq.
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Ameristar Casino Employee Wins
Top Honor in Kansas City
By Celeste Burks, Public Relations Manager, Ameristar Casino Hotel Kansas City,
and Rebecca Armstrong, RefugeeWorks

Oumar Barry, heavy-duty cleaner
at Ameristar Casino Hotel
Kansas City, won the Heart
of the House Award from the
Hotel and Lodging Association
of Greater Kansas City in April.
Less than two months earlier he
had been chosen from among
1,280 team members to receive
Ameristar Kansas City’s 2009
Team Member of the Year
award.
Oumar’s recent recognition
in the workplace exemplifies
the strong work ethic, positive
attitude and transferable skills
that refugees contribute to U.S.
businesses on a daily basis. Like
many newcomers Oumar has
shown willingness to learn new
Oumar Barry receives the Team Member of the Year award. Lupe Calderon, human resources coordinator
things while also maintaining
at Ameristar, announced him as the winner at an awards banquet in February. She had received the Team
a strong commitment to
Member of the Year award in 2008. Oumar used the award money to bring his wife to the United States
supporting other newcomers.
from West Africa.
As he continues to grow as
an employee and gain more
to a new country and has helped many new refugees. When
experience in the U.S. workforce, he will be able to use his
he is not at work, Oumar volunteers at Jewish Vocational
degree in business, as well as his background in marketing,
Services, where he translates for individuals speaking five
management and accounting, to contribute in even greater
different languages. He also secures supplies and household
ways.
goods to help refugees make the transition to their new
homes.
“Oumar is an extraordinary person who truly cares about
his fellow team members,” said Jim Mulford, executive
“Oumar is a hard worker,” said Mulford. “He has a
steward at Ameristar and Oumar’s manager.
contagious smile and friendly personality. Oumar is the
heart of our house.”
Oumar’s job is to clean, sanitize and shine Ameristar’s
large kitchens for the next day. He also helps train new
Ameristar Casino Hotel Kansas City is a wholly owned
team members in Ameristar’s stewarding department.
subsidiary of Ameristar Casinos, Inc. The property
Many come from different countries and speak different
received the Urban League of Greater Kansas City
languages. Oumar, who has been in the United States only a
2008 Working Toward Equality Equalizer Award, the
few years, makes sure these team members feel comfortable.
MidAmerica Minority Business Development Council’s
2006 Corporation of the Year Award, the Minority
“He rides the bus routes with them until they are confident
Enterprise Development Council’s 2006 Corporation
to ride by themselves and know the routes,” said Mulford.
of the Year Award and the Asian-American Chamber of
Commerce 2007 Corporation of the Year for its continued
As a refugee from Mauritania, Oumar understands
commitment to the minority business community.
firsthand the challenges individuals may face when coming
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Using Social Networking to
Find Jobs
By Jeff Brown, RefugeeWorks Consultant

In February 2004 a Harvard sophomore named Mark Zuckerberg created a Web site from his dorm room.
Originally called “theFacebook,” it was set up as an internal site to help connect Harvard students with one
another. The site soon expanded to include other universities, and in 2006 Facebook became available to anyone
over the age of 13 with a valid e-mail address.
Within a relatively short time this service and a few others have permanently changed the Internet landscape,
creating the phenomenon of online social networking. In this new world, chat has replaced phone calls, wall
posts have replaced e-mails and tweets have replaced text messages. The question of whether or not it has
enhanced our relationships is up for discussion, but one thing is certain: social networking sites are here to stay.
These sites are more than just a way to connect with friends and family. For countless individuals the sites have
become invaluable tools in the search for employment. A 2009 Time article explained:
“These days, if you’re serious about being hired, you really put your computer and PDA to work. That means
getting word out on social sites like Facebook and MySpace, sending instant job-search updates via messaging
feeds like Twitter and meeting new people who might be able to lend a hand through Web-networking outfits
like LinkedIn...
Why? Because for all our technology, the best way to land a job is still by having someone who already works at a
company mention your name.”
For those who work in job development, social networking can give that extra edge you need, especially when
trying to match skilled clients with jobs in their field. Three social networking sites exist that every job developer
or employment specialist should be aware of:
Twitter – http://www.twitter.com
Although it comes with an initial learning curve, Twitter is a great tool for connecting with employers.
According to social media consulting company Hewar Communications, more than half of all retailers now have
corporate Twitter accounts.
Facebook – http://www.facebook.com
Its usefulness in contacting employers directly is limited, but Facebook can be a helpful tool to let them know
about your organization. You can also use it to recruit volunteers to help with tasks such as practicing interview
skills, reviewing résumés and driving clients to job interviews.
LinkedIn – http://www.linkedin.com
The main benefit of LinkedIn is that it exposes the professional networks of people you already know. Instead of
having to make several calls asking if anybody has contacts at a specific company, you can do a company search
on LinkedIn. If anybody in your network or a colleague’s network works for that company, the site will let you
know.
As you explore this new way of connecting clients with employers, we encourage you to share your stories with
us. We’ll post success stories and best practices on our new blog, http://refugeeworks.blogspot.com/. We also
invite you to follow us on Twitter at http://www.twitter.com/RefugeeWorks.
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Insights from the Field: Employment
Strategies for Job Seekers with Low
Literacy Skills
RefugeeWorks asked listserv subscribers to respond to the following question: “What is working for
you as you prepare and place individuals with limited English proficiency and low literacy skills in their
native language in jobs in your community?”
Some 75 responses were collected from individuals and organizations in large and small communities
across the country. The diversity in approaches speaks to the creativity, ingenuity and compassion that
refugee employment specialists share with job seekers every day.
Check out the top 19 tips to inspire you to try something new.

By creating individualized, competitive résumés for clients,
we help them prepare for job applications and interviews
by giving them something to study, practice and copy. It’s
a good English learning tool and employment asset, and it
saves us time when we accompany clients to employment
offices.
--Andrew Young, Montagnard
Dega Association, North Carolina
Without doubt, the thing that works best for us with lowliteracy clients is that we bust our tails to build a reputation
with employers for always having translators and
transportation solutions there in a snap, rain or shine—
even when it’s a last minute change or a hard request.
--Brian Bollinger, World Relief,
Atlanta, Georgia
Develop and maintain strong relationship with specific
sector within an industry. For instance, illiterate refugees
with no English can still do night maintenance and work as
shelf stockers at local retail stores.
--Siang L. Sang, Catholic Charities,
Fort Worth, Texas
As they fulfill their requirement to accept any reasonable
job, I assure my clients that I will not forget about them
and will continue to seek better positions and aid them
in qualifying for better positions. The point of all this is
to give them hope for the future and peace of mind in the
present.
--Tony Williams, World Relief, North Carolina
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Offering biweekly job-readiness workshops in the
client’s native language on a variety of topics, such as
basic communications skills, what’s expected on the job,
networking, responding to want ads and other basic workrelated topics.
--Sue Hachem, Lutheran Social Services of Michigan
We are doing far more pre-interview training and screening
with all of our clients. These trainings occur in a class
setting, looking at things like interview preparation,
workplace-specific expectations and vocabulary, etc. It
has helped us market with employers and has definitely
increased our placement success rate.
--Donna Magnuson, Lutheran
Social Services of South Dakota
Collaborating with different community leaders and
targeting small-business owners who are taking the time
to listen to our refugee stories, rather than targeting larger
firms or companies.
--Azeb Yusuf, Alliance for Multicultural
Community Services, Houston, Texas
We have used wage subsidies with one factory. We paid
50 percent of the wages of all of our clients hired there for
the first 1-2 weeks while they were training for the job.
In return the factory was willing to hire people with no
English as long as they had translation during the training
process.
--Cori Eagan, Bethany Christian Services,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

We have developed job-specific dictionaries, so clients
can quickly learn words related to a specific field. For
example, we have a landscaping dictionary which includes
words such as lawn mower, weed eater, etc., with columns
showing pronunciations and definitions. This has proved
to be very helpful to our clients, and we have had several
employers request permission to reprint and distribute it
to their employees.
--Yolanda Garcia-Ritt, Catholic
Charities, Venice, Florida

Since many entry jobs have rotating shifts, I suggest to
clients that they continue English classes 2-3 days per
week after job placement. Then during the interview
I tell the employer that the client will learn English at
work, and they’ll also continue to attend English classes
on off-days or after work. Employers like that idea,
and some have even scheduled workers around English
classes.
--Evan Johnson, Lutheran
Social Services, Fargo, North Dakota

I’m just a volunteer and not connected with the
resettlement agency. However, from our Refugee forums
I learned that the Karen families with a family mentor all
have jobs!
--Daisy Whisenat, Christian Educators Association
International, San Antonio, Texas

We provide written translations of work rules and
guidelines to be posted beside the English originals at
work sites. And of course we offer access to ESL training
and encourage all clients to become involved.
--Eric L. Hendrickson, Interfaith
Refugee Ministry, New Bern, North Carolina

We work with employers to hire teams of our
participants, grouping people of the same language
background together and identifying one Englishproficient participant to work in a leadership and training
role. The leader of the team translates directions and
relays questions.
--Anders Bjornberg, Heartland Alliance,
Chicago, Illinois

Searching out small business owners who speak Arabic
(specifically for jobs for refugees from Iraq) and offering
these employers federal wage subsidies through the KY
Works program. We placed seven clients in the past
month using this approach.
--Bob Allen, Kentucky
Refugee Ministries, Lexington, Kentucky

We are placing Limited English Proficient clients in the
Senior Community Service Employment Program.
--Diane Stuart, International Rescue
Committee, Tucson, Arizona
I have found that everything hinges on my rapport
with an employer, even more than the individual’s
qualifications. If I am able first to successfully place
individuals with a better grasp of English in a company,
and they prove to be a positive contributor in that
company, an employer is much more likely to hire others
without English proficiency.
--Melissa Duncan, YMCA
International Services, Houston, Texas
I try to spend quality time with each one of my clients
because showing my confidence in them builds their
own confidence in themselves. Despite language barriers,
refugees need to be reassured about their strong character
and self-determination.
Lisa Kerre, World Relief, Richfield, Minnesota

We have employment-specific training classes, such as
hospitality training and customer service. The classes
are very visual and the client learns what the job entails,
vocabulary and skills. The classes work because the ELT
coordinator has networked with the other VOLAG
employment specialists and local employers to see what
they need and to train the clients for the specific job.
--Irene Wharry, Lutheran Social Services
of the Southwest, Phoenix, Arizona
Provide statistics that show the retention rate of
refugees who do not speak English. This gives the
new employer the financial reason to consider your
clients. Also, know which companies hire nonEnglish speakers. You can ask one employer to
provide testimonials that address the general concerns
regarding hiring people with language limitations. Then
you can provide those testimonials to new employers.
--Dawn Zuckerman, Jewish Family
and Children’s Service, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
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Walk it Out: Insights into the
Real World of Job Development
By Lorel Donaghey, Caritas of Austin, Texas

Lorel Donaghey is part of RefugeeWorks’ Peer Expert Network.
She came up with the idea for a regular job development feature
that could be a learning tool for her and the larger refugee
employment network. Look for her insights on RefugeeWorks’
new blog at refugeeworks.blogspot.com, and please join the
conversation there!
About the RefugeeWorks Peer Expert Network: This is a group
of service providers from across the country who have expertise in
some area of workforce development or refugee resettlement. All
share a passion and commitment to support refugees as they enter
and advance in the U.S. workforce. RefugeeWorks utilizes peer
experts for specific training needs and other technical assistance
efforts. E-mail information@refugeeworks.org for more
information.
Caritas of Austin just added a full-time job developer to our
employment team. It’s a new position, so we’re trying different
strategies to see what works. I worked at Caritas for three
years as an employment specialist before taking on the new
role of job developer. This column kicks off real-time efforts
to follow development of the position, document and share
what we’re learning and help me tap into the expertise of other
agencies. In this inaugural effort, I’ll provide a bit of agency
context and share the five best things we’ve learned so far.
First, the context: Each employment specialist has always
done some job development, and we have made three
partial attempts at an employer database. Caritas has
been operational for more than 30 years, so we have
strong community ties, including many employers. But
we haven’t done a great job of maintaining contact with
employers as staff has changed, nor has our approach been
at all systematic. We envision the job developer position
improving our institutional memory, building a more useful
database and increasing the job opportunities we can help
clients access. We’ve been generating new ideas and trying
things out as we learn what works best and refine our vision
of the position in general.

especially promising for follow-up. Nobody wants to talk
to me during the lunch rush, and toward the end of the
conventional workday the decision makers are often no
longer on duty.
2. Mine monthly reports for employers who have already
hired a refugee. I compiled a list of employers from the
past two years of employment specialist monthly reports,
added them to our database and contacted all of them.
Most were already somewhat familiar with our client
population, and many were willing to keep us in mind
for future openings.
3. Add a brief pitch to the back of your business card.
I leave a card everywhere I go, but I was afraid that
people wouldn’t remember us when they actually had an
opening to fill. One business has already called in a job
lead and attributed it to reading the blurb on my card:
“When you have a job opening, please give us a chance to
fill it quickly and for free. Benefits of hiring our clients
include:
•
•
•
•

Diversity
High retention rates
Caritas Employer support services
Access to the Work Opportunity Tax Credit.”

4. Ask employers to recommend and refer others. I’ve
gotten several great leads from employer contacts,
including a new hotel in a corporate chain we already
work with, a single-stream recycler from a construction
company and a local packaged-food vendor from a large
grocery store.

Now for the five best things I’ve learned so far. They are as
diverse as all the directions I’m exploring to see what works best.

5. Don’t forget about the power of your own dollars and
contacts. My friends make fun of me when I ask about
jobs on my own time—even while doing personal
errands or on evenings out with friends. But it works.
My dry cleaner hired a client in their processing facility,
and I found a great lead from the emergency repairman
called when a broken water main flooded a friend’s
backyard cookout.

1. Canvass businesses between 2 and 5 p.m. I usually pick
a high-volume shopping area and go into every business
to identify immediate openings, capture the information
for our database and note any employer that seems

I hope this is a useful beginning to what will be a regular
feature on RefugeeWorks’ new blog, refugeeworks.blogspot.
com. I look forward to sharing the ups and downs of my job
development efforts and learning from you, too.
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Resources from
RefugeeWorks:

that meet three basic criteria: results with students, employer engagement and
involvement of a community college in success of the program.

Resources for Refugees with Skilled and Professional Backgrounds
http://www.refugeeworks.org/downloads/recertification.pdf

Uneven Progress: The Employment Pathways of Skilled Immigrants in the
United States
Jeanne Batalova and Michael Fix, with Peter A. Creticos. Migration Policy
Institute. October 2008. www.migrationpolicy.org

RefugeeWorks has published a series of guides for foreign-trained professionals
who are seeking to practice their profession in the United States. Each
guide describes the structure and future of the profession and workforce
composition, as well as the skills, training and credentials needed to advance
in the field. The guides are an essential resource for refugees, other newcomers
and employment specialists. Hard copies of the guide are available on request
by e-mailing information@refugeeworks.org. You can download a PDF
version of each guide by visiting www.refugeeworks.org/about/downloads.
html.

More than 1.3 million college-educated immigrants living in the United States
are unemployed or working as taxi drivers, dishwashers, security guards or in
other unskilled jobs because they cannot make full use of their academic and
professional credentials. This report quantifies for the first time the scope of
the brain waste problem that affects 22 percent of the 6.1 million immigrants
with a bachelor’s degree or higher who are in the U.S. labor market. The
report analyzes and offers possible solutions for the credentialing and language
barriers that deprive the U.S. economy of a rich source of human capital at a
time of increasing global competition for skilled talent.

JUST RELEASED: Opportunities for Refugee Pharmacists
(RefugeeWorks Guide No. 4)

The Vital Role of Community Colleges in the Education and Integration
of Immigrants
Christopher Connell, Grantmakers Concerned with Immigrants and
Refugees. October 2008. www.gcir.org/publications/gcirpubs/college

Opportunities for Refugee Engineers (RefugeeWorks Guide No. 1)
Opportunities for Refugee Teachers (RefugeeWorks Guide No. 2)
Opportunities for Refugee Physicians and Nurses (RefugeeWorks Guide
No. 3)
Coming Up: Opportunities for Refugee Dentists; Opportunities for
Refugee Accountants
From the Community College Consortium on
Immigrant Education’s Web site:
Building Tomorrow’s Workforce: Promoting the Education and
Advancement of Hispanic and Immigrant Workers in America
Mary Gershwin, Tammy Coxen, Brian Kelley, Gary Yakimov. Corporation
for a Skilled Workforce, Center for Workforce Success of the National
Association of Manufacturers, National Council for Workforce Education,
and Excelencia in Education. May 2009. www.skilledwork.org/resources/
building-tomorrows-workforce
This report describes how strategic partnerships among employers, community
colleges and community organizations can boost our economy over the long
term by training tomorrow’s workers for future jobs. The report highlights
six innovative partnerships between community colleges and manufacturers

Community colleges have become an important force for change in adult basic
education. They are playing an expanding role in meeting the educational and
vocational needs of immigrants and refugees, especially those facing the dual
challenge of earning a degree or certificate while learning English.
Other Resources:
www.CareersforNewAmericans.org
This pilot Web site from Upwardly Global gives step-by-step information on
licensing in 10 professions for the state of Illinois, with expansion planned for
California, New York and other states.
http://welcomebackinitiative.org
Created in San José, Calif., the Welcome Back Initiative seeks to build a
bridge between the pool of internationally trained health workers living in the
United States and linguistically and culturally competent health services in
underserved communities.
http://www.cal.org/co/index.html
The Cultural Orientation Resource Center, a program of the Center for
Applied Linguistics, has publications and resources focusing on cultural
orientation inside and outside the United States.

Upcoming Employment Training
Institute in Seattle
When: July 27-29, 2010 • Registration Fee: $100

Join RefugeeWorks in Seattle for a special Employment
Training Institute entitled “Investing in Education.”
Over the course of three days you will learn about creative
strategies for combining English-language and skills
training with new tools for assessment, best practices in
recertification and community partnerships. Program
managers, front-line service providers and other stakeholders
won’t want to miss this event! With a focus on incoming
refugee populations and the realities of resettlement today,
large-group workshops and small-group coaching sessions

will offer opportunities for discussion, networking and
strategizing on a variety of education-related topics.
Plus, July is the perfect time to visit Seattle—the warmest and
driest month of the year, according to our host, the Puget
Sound Welcome Back Center at Highline Community College.
Good weather and a dynamic city to explore will add to the
energy and excitement of this special training opportunity.
Visit www.refugeeworks.org to register.
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“ Providing effective education for
immigrants is crucial, not only to
ensure their personal success in
America, but to promote economic
and social vibrancy and growth
locally, regionally and nationally.”
Jill Casner-Lotto, director, Community College Consortium for Immigrant Education. See
“On the Cutting Edge,” p. 1
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